In this issue we welcome Siobhan Smith who started work as the new Solution State NMR Technician last week. Siobhan is no stranger to the School, having completed an MChem here from 2005 to 2010 followed by a PhD with ADS from 2010 to 2014. She was born and brought up locally, attending Waid Academy in Anstruther. Siobhan is based in the office within Room 122 and we wish her well in her new role.

RAA

School of Chemistry Colloquium

EaStCHEM Colloquium
Wednesday 8th, 3.30 pm, Lecture Theatre C
Professor Armido Studer (Münster) – Electron Catalysis

External Colloquium

Tayside & Fife Branch British Science Association
50th Anniversary Programme
Wednesday 8th, 7.00 pm, D’Arcy Thompson Lecture Theatre, Tower Building, University of Dundee
Peter Gibbs (formerly BBC Weather Centre) – "Antarctica - Heartbeat of the Planet"

Stuart Burnett comes from Lanarkshire and completed an MSci in applied chemistry and chemical engineering at the University of Strathclyde earlier this year. He has now started PhD work with AS and is interested in golf, football, fitness, music and computer games.

Grant Howieson comes from Lanarkshire and completed an MSci in applied chemistry and chemical engineering at the University of Strathclyde earlier this year. He has now started PhD work with FDM and is interested in health and fitness, golf, guitar and high performance PCs.